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Abstract
Purpose of review: Gambling operators’ capacity to track gamblers in the online environment
may enable identification of those users experiencing gambling harm. This review provides an
update on research testing behavioural variables against indicators of disordered gambling. We
consider the utility of machine learning algorithms in risk prediction, and challenges to be
overcome.
Recent findings: Disordered online gambling is associated with a range of behavioural variables,
as well as other predictors including demographic and payment-related information. Machine
learning is ideally suited to the task of combining these predictors in risk identification, although
current research has yielded mixed success. Recent work enhancing the temporal resolution of
behavioural analysis to characterize bet-by-bet changes may identify novel predictors of loss
chasing.
Conclusions: Data science has considerable potential to identify high-risk online gambling,
informed by principles of behavioural analysis. Identification may enable targeting of
interventions to users who are most at risk.
Keywords: machine learning, player tracking, loss chasing, self-exclusion, problem gambling
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Introduction
The emergence of online gambling and the opportunity to bet via mobile devices has
substantially changed the gambling landscape over past two decades. Over the same period, there
has been increased recognition of disordered gambling as a form of behavioural addiction and
from a public health perspective (1). Public concern about the possible harms of online gambling
stems from several factors, including the high availability and immediacy, and the privacy
afforded by the online environment. As reviewed by Gainsbury (2) in an earlier issue of Current
Addiction Reports, empirical support for the specific harmfulness of online gambling is mixed:
online gamblers typically engage in a wide range of gambling forms, both online and offline, and
this breadth of involvement can be a stronger predictor of gambling problems that online
engagement per se (3,4).
Online gambling behaviour is inherently linked to single user accounts that can be monitored
over time. Such ‘behavioural tracking’ or ‘player tracking’ can be used to identify and respond to
disordered gambling, presenting an opportunity to create safer gambling environments (5).
Advances in data science and the application of these techniques to psychology and psychiatry
(e.g. 5,6) are ideally suited to research on online gambling. This reviews provides an update on
progress in behavioural analysis of disordered online gambling.
Identifying high-risk gamblers online
Behavioural tracking was pioneered by a group at the Harvard Division on Addictions using a
dataset from bwin.party, a European platform specializing in sports betting, with the dataset
comprising over 48,000 users from 2005 (8). This project has generated over 20 publications,
including some independent secondary analyses using the publically available data
(www.thetransparencyproject.org) (9–11). Notably, the bwin analyses aggregated the gambling
behavioural data by day (e.g. total bets per day, number of active betting days). Consequently,
these studies offer limited resolution within a session of play (see Bet by Bet Behaviour, below).
A basic obstacle in identifying high-risk users is the external verification of which users have
gambling problems. In the absence of clinical diagnoses on a vast dataset, researchers must rely
on proxy indicators. Braverman & Shaffer (12) focused on 530 bwin users who closed their
accounts, some of whom cited gambling problems as their reason for account closure. A related
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approach uses voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) (13–16), a common responsible gambling tool in
which the gambler enters a contract with the operator to block his or her access for a set period
of time. Around three-quarters of VSE enrollees tend to meet criteria for problem gambling
(17,18). This supports the utility of VSE as an indicator - although many individuals with
gambling problems do not enrol in VSE programs, and it is possible that self-excluders may have
discrete psychological characteristics (e.g. greater insight into their disordered behaviour). Later
bwin studies combined a number of ‘red flag’ indicators: account closure, complaints to the
website, or requests to increase spending limits (19,20). A subset of bwin users also completed
the 3-item Brief Biosocial Gambling Screen, a screening instrument that was hosted on the
website (4,19). Although such screening is perhaps the most definitive procedure, only 2.2% of
users submitted BBGS scores, raising concerns about their representativeness.
The bwin analyses and subsequent research using other datasets have shown that problem
gambling indicators are associated with a number of behavioural variables that can be derived
from gambling play. In Table 1, a simple way to classify these measures is as monetary markers,
such as net loss or average bet size, and non-monetary markers such as session length.
Braverman & Shaffer (12) distinguished four groups of bwin variables: i) gambling frequency
(e.g. active betting days), ii) gambling intensity (e.g. total bets, average bet size), iii) gambling
variability; for example, more variation (standard deviation) of the average bet from session to
session (12,13,19), iv) gambling trajectory. With regard to trajectory, an increasing wager size in
the first month after registering an account predicted later account closure (12) and similar
increases were seen in the immediate days leading up to account closure (22). It is also
recognized that users with likely gambling problems tend to gamble across a greater number of
gambling games on the website. This can be considered a distinct form of variability, termed
breadth of involvement (4,9).
Several studies have tested multiple variables in predicting problem gambling. For example,
Gray et al (20) compared bwin gamblers with (n = 2,042) and without (n = 2,014) the red flag
indicators on 27 behavioural variables using discriminant function analysis. Non-monetary
variables reflecting intensity (active betting days, bets per day) best distinguished the two
groups, particularly using game-specific measures from live action sports. In the GTECH dataset
(13), gamblers with a record of self-exclusion displayed higher gambling losses and loss
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variability (i.e. monetary variables), but did not differ on some other measures including bets per
day or the number of different games played. Other analyses have used clustering techniques to
identify latent subgroups of gamblers who may be high risk, again pointing to high wager
variability as a useful marker (12,19).
Machine Learning
Recent analyses have begun to apply machine learning to the challenge of predicting high-risk
gamblers. This collection of techniques has been widely embraced in psychology and psychiatry;
for example, in multivariate prediction of psychiatric diagnoses (23) or selecting medications (6).
A recent study in pathological gamblers sought to classify cases vs healthy controls using the Big
Five personality variables, with 77% overall accuracy (22*). In applying machine learning to
online behavioural tracking data, the analysis is presented with a number of ‘input variables’
(e.g. Table 1) and is informed about each subject’s status as belonging to a ‘target group’ (i.e.
with an indicator for problem gambling) or a control group. Compared to classical statistics,
machine learning is expressly designed for predictive modelling, and captures complex
interactions between predictors by default. Model performance is indicated by accuracy, the
percentage of subjects who are correctly classified by the model, although this metric is sensitive
to unbalanced datasets; for example, if a dataset comprises 75% target cases, the chance level of
accuracy is 75%. Other performance measures are better suited to unbalanced data, including the
Area Under the Curve of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC), which characterizes
the balance of sensitivity and specificity over a range of discrimination thresholds.
Using the bwin dataset, Philander (11) tested a number of data mining procedures in classifying
account closers who did (targets n = 176) vs did not (controls n = 354) specify gambling
problems as their reason for account closure. Input variables were behavioural markers of
frequency, intensity, variability and trajectory, as well as basic demographics (age, gender,
country of residence). Philander trained the model on 70% of available data and then tested the
resulting algorithm on the remaining 30%, termed a ‘hold out’ procedure. The best-performing
machine learning model was a random forest procedure: this achieved close to 100% accuracy on
the training dataset, but test accuracy was markedly lower (0.66 - 0.67) and the crucial AUROC
measures were barely above chance (0.50 – 0.55). In considering this modest performance, it is
important to recognize that the control group were individuals that had nevertheless closed their
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accounts. In a large sample of online poker players who had enrolled in self-exclusion (n =
1966), Luquiens et al (16*) found that the stated reason for self-exclusion (gambling problems
versus ‘commercial reasons’) offered limited discrimination in relation to gambling behaviour, in
three machine learning models (highest AUROC 0.57). In the poker players, 68% returned to the
website to gamble once their self-exclusion expired, and 60% of those individuals went on to
self-exclude again.
A study using the GTECH data presents a more optimistic picture for the use of machine
learning. Percy et al (14*) employed self-exclusion as the indicator for problem gambling (n =
176 vs 669 non-VSE controls), with 33 input variables reflecting frequency, intensity, variability,
trajectory, along with the basic demographic variables. A random forest procedure showed the
highest classification performance, with AUROC of 79% (and accuracy 80%) in the main
analysis. Another study (15*) using a newer (2015) dataset from bwin incorporated paymentrelated variables (e.g. deposits and withdrawals from the account) for the first time. This
balanced dataset comprised 1,348 users with and without self-exclusion records. Using artificial
neural networks, the best-performing model achieved an accuracy of 72%. Other work has
examined input variables based on the text analysis of email correspondence with the gambling
operator (150 VSE vs 150 controls), which achieved classification accuracy of 78% (25).
Given the limited number of available datasets, it is hard to know to what extent these
differences in predictive performance reflect meaningful decisions around the choice of input
variables, or simple idiosyncrasies of the datasets, such as thresholds for data inclusion. There is
a pressing need for additional datasets to establish generalizability. Notably, Percy et al. included
trajectory variables relative to a baseline period for each user. The trajectory information could
account for the superior performance, but analysis of trajectories entails decisions regarding the
amount of baseline data for prediction, and how to identify users for whom gambling is already
disordered at baseline. In Philander and Percy et al, the unbalanced datasets complicate the
interpretation of model performance, although real-world data is likely to be unbalanced given
the relatively low base-rate of problem gambling (25). Taking these studies together, a
conservative conclusion is that combining these various tiers of information (betting behaviour,
payment behaviour, correspondence) could lead to meaningful levels of predictive performance.
Bet by Bet Behaviour
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The research to date that has sought to identify high-risk gamblers from behavioural tracking
data has relied on extensive data aggregation. More fine-grained analyses of bet-by-bet
behaviour within a session of play may be able to capture loss chasing, the tendency to continue
gambling or increase one’s bet in an effort to recover debts. Chasing is often regarded as a
defining feature of problem gambling (26,27), and it is one of the few criteria of problem
gambling that may be detectable behaviourally from player tracking data.
Two studies on the bwin dataset looked at behavioural dynamics relevant to chasing over a
longer timescale of days or weeks (see Table 1). Adami et al (9) hypothesized that unsustainable
gambling could be expressed in a ‘sawtooth’ pattern of wagering over successive days, whereby
an initial ramping up of bet amount is followed by a rapid crash as funds are exhausted. There
was some support for this pattern based on a clustering analysis. In Ma et al (10), the bwin data
were aggregated on a weekly basis across 8 months of play. Using the weekly total wager as the
dependent variable, gains and losses from the prior week were seen to have opposing effects.
Specifically, recent losses reduced the amount gambled in the subsequent week. At the same
time, cumulative gains and losses (i.e. summed across the period until the current week) both
predicted increased bet amount, consistently with a longer term chasing influence. This paper is
important for showing that the impact of prior losses changes (and in fact reverses) differs
according to whether the losses were recent or chronic.
The first investigation of more detailed bet-by-bet behaviour analyzed 600,000 hands (n = 2,678
users) from the Full Tilt online poker site, to examine how players responded following highmagnitude gains and losses (28). The study focused on high stake games with 25$/50$ blinds,
and monitored betting behaviour over the 12 hands that followed gains or losses greater than
$1000. Following major losses, players displayed looser betting strategies, consistent with a loss
chasing response. Players became more aggressive in their play after major wins.
Other analyses of bet-by-bet behaviour have focussed on specific psychological phenomena. An
analysis of 776 online sports bettors (29) examined how winning or losing streaks affected the
success of subsequent bets. In a thought-provoking finding, gamblers were more likely to lose after
losing streaks, seemingly as a result of accepting riskier bets. Conversely, gamblers were more
likely to win after winning streaks, seemingly from placing safer bets. Xu & Harvey interpret their
data as substantiating both the hot hand belief and gambler’s fallacy. Leino and colleagues (30*)
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looked at land-based gambling terminals in Norway, where such machines can only be accessed
via a personal ID card that enables behavioural tracking (as well as state-mandated loss limits).
Their analysis tested the likelihood of continuing a gambling session as function of different bet
outcomes, focussing on ‘losses disguised as wins’, where small wins can be less than the wager
placed on a given bet (31). With losses disguised as wins as the reference category, full losses
significantly reduced the likelihood of continued gambling, whereas full wins significantly
increased continued play. Their finding that losses tended to reduce persistence at an overall level
is clearly pertinent to loss chasing, but it is nevertheless possible that opposing results (increased
continuation after losses) could have been present in a subset of gamblers such as those with
gambling problems.
Overall these studies show considerable promise in identifying behavioural markers of loss
chasing using within-session metrics, but existing studies are yet to link these behavioural
expressions with red flag indicators of disordered gambling. Given the overwhelming richness of
these datasets, it is perhaps unsurprising that studies to date have been narrow in scope and
highly hypothesis-driven. Moreover, in focussing on the typical (i.e. average) response to losing
streaks, researchers may overlook of individual ‘outliers’ who display an atypical pattern of
behaviour that could be useful in risk identification.
Conclusions
Online gambling datasets offer a valuable and rich resource for understanding problematic
gambling, and guiding interventions to reduce harm in the online environment. Contrasting with
most behavioural research on gambling, these studies consider gamblers who are using their own
funds to play games of their own choosing, thus gambling in an entirely naturalistic manner. It is
evident that disordered gambling in such users is expressed through multiple behavioural
markers, including both monetary and non-monetary variables, as well as variables reflecting
frequency, intensity, variability, and trajectory (see Table 1). Researchers are increasingly able to
probe behavioural tracking data at higher resolutions, including bet-by-bet analyses. A challenge
moving forward is how to integrate new insights from data science (i.e. from de-identified ‘big
data’) with existing psychological knowledge on the detailed characterization of traits and
cognitive processes in disordered gambling; for example do predisposing traits such as
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impulsivity specifically predict behavioural markers such as bet escalation or breadth of
involvement?
Machine learning is ideally suited to the task of differentiating behavioural patterns in those with
disordered gambling from healthy gamblers. These algorithms can then be used to search for ‘at
risk’ individuals in new data, based on their behavioural similarities to the target group (e.g. selfexcluders). Nonetheless, current research is dominated by small number of datasets, particularly
in relation to North American online gambling. It should be recognized that the widely-used
indicators of problem gambling (e.g. self-exclusion, account closure) are imperfect, and
algorithms will need to generalize beyond such specific indicators. Behavioural tracking data are
typically specific to one operator, and the extent of users’ engagement on other platforms (or
offline) is unknown. Lastly, concerns exist around the lack of transparency of machine learning
as a multivariate ‘black box’ procedure, although solutions to explaining individual predictions
are becoming available (32).
We take care to distinguish the use of data analytics in identification of high-risk online
gambling from research testing interventions that might be directed at such users. Gambling
operators may offer ‘Responsible Gambling’ intervention tools to all users, or may direct such
interventions to a subset of users. This targeting may harness machine learning algorithms but
could alternatively be based on simple risk factors (e.g. male gender) that do not require
sophisticated algorithms. For the gambling operator, there is then a spectrum of possible actions,
with enforced account closure at one extreme. At intermediate levels, users could receive ingame messages (e.g. showing time on device) (33), personalized expenditure feedback (e.g.
when depositing funds) (34,35), communication of their high-risk status and help-seeking
resources (36), or be incentivized to engage with limit-setting tools (37). Current research on the
efficacy of these interventions is mostly based on users who ‘opt in’ to such programs, with only
a small number of studies using randomized designs that afford stronger conclusions (34). There
is some evidence that gamblers have positive attitudes towards such tools (38), and even to more
extreme systems that enforce mandatory monthly loss limits (39), but some research also
questions whether some popular tools are actually effective, e.g. limit-setting prompts (40*,41).
Although the present paper has focussed on behavioural markers, it should be recognized that
online gambling operators have access to additional measures that may be sensitive to disordered
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behaviour, including payment behaviour (15), time of day (e.g. night-time gambling) (42) and
users’ correspondence with the website via email or chatrooms (25). A further tier of information
may derive from behavioural interactions with a website’s Responsible Gambling resources; it is
likely that many gamblers may investigate such materials some time before enacting these plans
(e.g. self-exclusion enrollment). Finally, how and when should risk scores be presented to
maximise their impact and intended consequences? In using behavioural markers to direct
interventions at high-risk gamblers, the field of data analytics must be considered alongside
research on risk communication (43) and human computer interaction (34).
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Table 1. Behavioural markers that can be derived from online gambling play, and their linkages
with indicators for disordered gambling

Behavioural

Specific Marker

Data Set

PG Marker

Number of different games played

Bwin

Account closure (9)

Marker
Non-monetary
markers

RG flags (19)
Average duration of a session

Win2day

Self-exclusion (17)

Number of days an individual

Bwin

Self-exclusion (4)

Total number of bets

Bwin

RG flags (20)

Variability of bet size

Bwin

RG flags (19)

Net loss

GTECH

Self-exclusion (13)

Net loss

Paf (Finland)

Unprompted limit

plays

Monetary
markers

setting, limit removal
(40)
Increasing net loss over time

Bwin

Account closure (22)

Increasing bet amount over time

Bwin

Account closure (22)
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